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EE1TSIO1T OF TI E EPiE1TAL PIEI-CUflIENT LAW
TO REGIONS OP HIGH FIEIS AND LARGE CTJDPE1'TS
INTRODUCT ION

my

Electron emission from metals
t'-es:

].

Thermal emission,

Secondary emission,

2.

be classified into four

Photoelectric onîssion,

3.

Field er.iiion.

4.

The lars governing the first two types are fairly vei1 es-

tablishe..

However the latter tro are not so well imderstood.

This thesis deals specificJ.ly with the fourth tye.
Field cuission occurs where the electric field at the surface
of the

Lieta].

is in

such a direction as to accelerate electrons

away from the metal, its magnitude, computed geometrically, being
about a million volts
In

oier

er centimeter.

areciate

to

emission, it is necessai

the theoretical laws

to consider briefly

ledge concerning the stracture of metals.
to be crystalline

tother

etals are considered

These ions are located

that their valence electrons are either corrletely

disassociated from the atoms, or at best only
them.

the e::isting 1iow-

structures consisting of oiierly three dimen-

sional spacial arrays of atoms or ions.
so close

oveming field

vei.r

loosely bomid to

Thus the valence electrons are free within the

nieta].

and.

move about between the ions which are fixed.
Each atom may yield one, two, or sometimes three valence
electrons, which thus become the free electrons of the metal.

Usunily about 10

20

'7

electrons

er

cm'

are free

to move.

These so

called conduction electrons constitute what is frecuently referred
to as an electron gas;

their motion may constitute an electric cur-

rent.

Because of the existence of ions within the metal, the early
concept that the interior of a metal has a uniform motential must
be

discarded in favor of a more complicated distribution.
The attractive force between a nucleus of atomic number Z, and

an electron, is given by Coulomb's

f

lavm:

ZQee

where f is the attractive force,
Q

the electronic charge,

r the distance between the nucleus and the electron, and

the permittivity of free space.

The

otential energy of the electron is

w

-o.

64-75).

eressed

by tue ecivation

ZQ2
5.

where the

(5,

r

otential energy of the electron is assumed to be zero

at infinity.

Thus for a single atom, the potential energr and

fields of force would appear as in Fig. 1.

A curve of

as a

function of r is shown for two closely spaced atoms in Pig. 2.

Piures

1,

2,

and 3 are from (5, p

A two dimensional

ictux

65-65).

of the :9otential energy distribution

inside and at the surface of a metal consisting of many closely

3

spaced ions can be constructed as ïn Pie.

3

(15, p. 118), (5,

-o.

65).

otentìa1 energy curve consists of a series of hrnis sinillar to

The

the single

of Pis. 2.

hump

Because of the absence of

further nuclei

ietal , the otential energy approaches
zero for increasing values of r. An electron rith enerr corres-

beyond the surface of the

at the level a-b of Pig. 3, is free to
forth but encoimters otentia1 ener barriers at (a)

ponding to that of ooint
back and

move
and.

(b)

and-

A

thus cannot escape.

Such an

electron is tightly

boimd

to the nucleus and cannot contribute to the conductivity of the

metal.
B

A

Fi.

of

free, or conduction electron, corresPondin4 to the point
3

is free to

move

about within the confines of the metal,

but upon nearing a bondair of the metal will encointer a notent ial

barrier whith it cannot surmount unless it receives additiona].
energy. This barrier is rnovrn as the surface barrier. Since the
energy

boi.nd

electrons have very

little

chance to escape from the methi,

consideration will be given to the so-called "free" electrons.

Pexi (7, p.
investigations

902-912) zd Dirac (3, o. 661-677) in independent

deduced- an

energ- densit- function whïch adequately

describes the state of the froc electrons in the metal at all times.
Figure 4 is a plot of this distribution ±mction for tungsten at
O°K.

The ninaber

particular energy
any

of electrons per unit volime of metal having any
W

is represented

bY/Oe

electron in the metal can have at O°i,

that even at absolute zero, electrons
zero up to,,u

,

maxiiri energy that

iid the

byt

may have

.

it

is observed

energies ranging from

the greatest nunber of electrons having energies near

AUraetiv

fotos,

ZQ'

-.-

r .-

i

-

r

-Zeoofpoetii
st infin

L-

Fig.

J.

Poeltion of nucleus

enerr

Force and potential
for an electron
in the vicinity of an isolated nucleus.

pPig. 2

Zero of potcnta1
energy &t infinity

Potential ener
of an electron along a
line through two adjacent atoms.

--------------------- bnda

--

Metsi

U

V3J P=
_A

Pig.

3

Potential enerr
through a ro

o± an electron along
of atoms in a metal.

a line

In oiìer to escape from the

surface of the metal, an electron

may, as in the case of thermal, photoelectric,

secondar emission,

or

accuire in some manner sufficient enerr to surmoirnt the -ootential

energy barrier, or it may penetrate a Uthinned. barrier" as in
emission.

The

minimm amount

field.

of energy that must be immarteci to an

electron at absolute zero in order to permit it to surmomit the

barrier and escape from the metal, is irnovm as the
the metal,

and.

is designated

by Ø in Pie.

fimction of

5.

The barriers, as represented in Pigs. 3
thick.

worl:

and.

5,

are infinitely

However, it is possible to make the barrier finite in thick-

ness and in some cases relatively thin, and to simultaneously reduce
the barrier height, by creating an accelerating electric field at
the surface of the metal.

Piure

G

compares the surface barrier of the metal for a con-

dition of no external

field.

with that for an accelerating electric

field.

When an electron in a metal impinges on a surface potential

barrier with a velocity normal to the surface, wave mechanics oredicts that a probability exists that the electron will emerge from
the metal without change of ener.r.

This process is called "tunnel-

ling" and its probability of occurrence depends upon the energy of
the electron associated with its motion normal to the barrier,

uon

the barrier's height,

thic1mess and general shape.

and.

It is moo-

sible to obtain a barrier transmission coefficient and, by summing

over the various electron energies, to obtain a theoretical relationship for emitted. current density,

J,

in

terms of applied. electric

4

Fig. 4

Electron enerr distribution in tirngsten
at 00 and 2500° K

Electron
volts
Inside of

Out'side

metal

m.maximumIeveI701C metal

11Zero
Fig. 5

Enerr

level diagram of the free electrons
within a metal.

level

Electron
volts

Barrier due to
ge force
no

rnal field
plied Field

I

The potential energy curves with and without
an applied electric field t the surface of
a cold metal.

Fig. 6
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field P and other paraniaters.
and Nordhein (17,

p

Nordheim (9, p. 173-181)

Fowler and

626-639), following this

rocedure, obtained

the exore scion

6.2 X io_6

J

-

P

ø,'Iu

e

.8x1O

f(y)

rho re

J

current density in anmeres/cm2.

P

electric field in volts/ca.
:

work fmction in electron volts.

1/14'Y1_y2

f(y)

2

,/er;

y

-

ÍE(k)

L _____

y2

K(k)

l41l-y'

k2Yi

and

'z,
2T

K(k)

J(1_k2 sin2)

4d9

G

E(k)

Thi'nerous

_j(1k2 sin2)

eeriments

of Fouler and Nordheirn.
(11,

ij.

have been

d

erformed

The early work of

to check the theory

Mil1i1n and Lauritsen

45-49), I.illikan and Eyring (8, p. 52-67),

and Millikan (9,

p

rring, 1acKeowen

900-909) and the Staff of the General Electric

Company of London (lo,

.

609-635) left little doubt thtt, at

tively low current densities,

the total field

current is related to

the geoaetrically computed applied field by the

i

rda-

emirical eouation

9

C asid b

;there
cnci

are constents.

The theoretical eoi.tion of Powler

1orclheim reduces to this form at low current densities

in this region f(y)

is nearly

unity

is negligible compared to that

and.

the efiect of the

since

term

of the exonential term.

That the electrons in field emission are emitted without change
in

enerr has been established

Fleming (16, n. 887-894).

exoerimentaJ.ly by Henderson and

This concet is basic to the wave medi-

anical theoir of field emission.
The distribution in energy among the emitted field electrons

has been measured by Henderson and Dahistrom (12, D. 473-481) and

by

ke (4, p. 39-44) and foimd to be in good agreement with the

energy distribution predicted by Fouler and Nordheim.
rther regaied as

ment is

This agree-

an exDerimental confirmation

of the

istribution in energy among the free electrons in metals, as pre-

dicted by Formi (7, p. 902-912) and Dirac (3, p. 661-677).
Stern, Gossling and Fouler (20,

-o.

699-723) have made a detailed

eDerimenta1 study of the theoretical field emission equation.
varying the work function of the emitter

titey

y

found good agreement

in the dependence of the total emission current upon uork function.

They were able, by combining the results of several exerimenters
with theory, to arrive at values for tic current density J and area

A for the various emitters used.

8x108
2.1x107

and

1.2x100

as/cm2

They have re-oorted areas between

cm2 and current densities between 1x102 and

and have concluded that the effects of space charge

are negligible except, perhaps,

in one or two cases where unusually

I1.

large current iensitie vere obserred.
ìen the

emitting surfaces are Dure, the field ernision i foimd

to be lnãependent of teirrerature u to temperatures approaching thormal emission va1ue

(13, p. 59-60), (2, p. 239-240).

Houever when

the emittin' surfaces are contaminated, a o-ca11ei "fugitive tenper-

aturo" effect exists.

This has been reported by Stern, Gossling and

Powler (20, p. 722-723) and

rke

(4, o. 54-55). Under these condi-

tions a change in temperature from
current reversibly by as
The

much

300°C

to 70000

the

as a factor of 100.

emitting area, current density and emission pattern from a

oint emitter were examined in detail by

i1ler,

in principle to an electron microscoe, which
mattem

may change

u-non

using a tube similar

rojected the emission

a fluorescent screen i-îith a magnification of 2x105

Emissions from various crystal faces

neme found

to deend

work functions of' each face and were enhanced by spots of

or decreased by adsomned

orgen.

By

the

u-non

imurities,

direct obsoiation, the emitting

areas of the various small smots were found to be as low as iû_11

cm2

witi corresponding current densities as high as io6 rrneres/cm2.

L1hler concluíes tiaat

lytic etching, the

whole

rough projections on
The

used,

tungsten point is sharpened by electro-

oint area emits,

and

that there are

no

its surface.

foregoing exoeriments, in which continuous voltages viere

Show

theory.

when tiLe

in nearly every case reasonably good coirmarison with

7ith one excetion these enrimical o'oseiations were nade

at relatively

low current

densities.

1].

ties
o:f

The

behavior of the field

cnci

electric

±ie1cl

id iordheim.

Powler

the effect of the

cant.

Thus

eritter at

very high cirrent densi-

is of imusui]. interest in
At

view of the theory

electric fields aproathing

1O

volt/cm

tern in the theoretical equation becomes

at these iìih electric fie1d

one might exoect a

ure fror linearity of 1og J as a Thnction of 1.

sinifider,art-

is

This departure

in the direction of more curi'ent for a given voltage.

HovTever,

Stern,

theoretical considerations, that
the sace charge due to large euitted current densities may be great
CroSslinC and Povrier hxwe sbovm í'ro:.i

enoigil to

This is

areciably

ti

reduce the

electric field near the emitter.

for fields approachin,

emission of less current at any

108

volts/cm and results in the

íven

voitae

vrhen

the electric field reaches the

than vrould othcrTrise be

expected.
The

value

behavior of the

P :: 7 x 106

2

j

eritter

of special interest.

Thus

for tungsten l'or

viiith the pork function is 4.5 volts, the field value from the above

exeression would be 1.42 x 108 volts, at

vrlLich,

accox.ing to the theory

of Povrler and Ilordheim, the surface barrier is reduced to a level

corresponding to that of the to

tures.

Thus

it

woui.d aDpear

electron enerT for zero temper

that at fields

above

this critical

value, the most energetic electrons in the metal have energies greater
than that of the surface barrier. The transmission coefficient for
these electrons is thus greatly increased. In fact, at fields reater
than 7.0 x io6 2, the theory of Powler and 1roiìheim no lonc'er anmlie
and mredictions of the behavior of the

elsewhere.

field emitter

must be sought

12
The

trnEmission coefficient for an electron

greater than that of the surface barrier is

sho

value of roughly ten tines the barrier value.

is

by Rojansky (19,

to rapidly approach unity as the electron

:°. 218)

whose energy

enerr

reaches a

This is of course a

larger coefficient than in the case in which the electron energy
is less than that of the barrier. Thus one might emect the emitted
field current to increase markedly as the electric field apDroaches
nach

7.0

P

2

io6

In view of the large n'.mber of free electrons in

a ìaetai (ro-ughiy 1022 per

ectecl to be

henomena11y

c.c.) the available current

might be ez-

large under these conditions.

Several experiments have been performed

(i, p.

113-118) (20,

attemt to test the theory of Powler and Ifrdheim
at large current densities and. high electric fields, and worthwhile
progress has been made. It is generally difficult, however, to extract currents of very large densities, using direct current methods,
o. 699-723) in the

because of the

instability of the field. emitter.

inability to reach very large current densities

In
some

site

of the

comparison of

the deendence of the current density upon the exponential term and
the term in

of the

eiitter

in the theory has been ande by

eining

over a very large current range.

Milliken and Eyring (13,

r.

55)

exciincd the behavior of the

field. emitter over the range of currents extending from
6

z lO

ling

and

the behavior

2iweres.

Upon

Perler (20,

-,.

10

-il

to

re-examination of those data, Stern, Goss700) conclude

I

that they

Aie'T

fit

the relationship

13

where
I

is the

total current in amperes,

P the electric field in volts/cm,
A,

and b are constants.

This is in agreement with the theory of Powler and iToi.heim.
maxirrnri

current density obtained by Milhikan

to be 9 x

and.

The

rring is coaDuted

o6 ameres/cm2.

Abbott and Henderson (i,
field currents from lO

s.

to 1O

annere and conclude that the func-

tional deDendence of the total field current emission
is best reoresented

obseed

117) extended the range of

uon

the field

by an ecwtion of the fo
I

where the symbols have the meanings already

iven.

They note that

their observations are not necessarily in disagreement with the theory
of Powler and Irordhein since this theory describes current density J

whereas Abbott and Henderson dealt with total current from a relatively large emitting area or areas.
is 8 x iO

armeres/cm, which

The maximui current density

is relatively low.

There is one isolated reference in the literature to direct

current field emission in which total currents extending from
to 4 x 10_2 anperes, with a maximum current

anDeres/cm2 are reDorted.

This perfomance is remarkable indeed

in view of the more usual behavior of

e:itter.

density as high as 2

the direct-current field

The area of the emitter was calculated to be 1.2 x

which is in reasonable agreement with those obscied by

l00

hler.

14

It is the Drnooe of this thesis to

observe the behavior of

field eriitters at the highest nosolile va1ue of electric fîe1 tn1

reoiñ.tin current density.
nd

A

corriparison between

exerinenta1 resiits

theoretical -r,redictions is rnce in order to test the existing

theory and extend
At the

it

where necessary.

hiher densities currents

aro dram for only a few

millionths of a second. This tecliniciue liriits the uiidesiraifle
effects of emitter heating and deterioration cauzed by ositive ion
borbardrìent and by conduction currents

throrh

the emitter.

thus oossible to subject the emitters to electric fields of

It is
stufi-

cient nieittude to reduce the metallic surface barrier by an anoimt
amroac1iin 0 so that unusually large field currents nay be obtained.

effects of sace charge

enitter heating aro considered.
electron nicroscoe tyoe of tube is used to stiy the emission
iatterns of uriseci emitters.
The

id

n
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A

PLISE

METHOD POR mVESTIG.ATmG.

PLD

.:IssIcT

test the theoretical field current law it is
necessary to find values total current for corresondin values
of voltage. If pulse methods are ermloyed, the instantaneous
In order to

rnag'nitdes of these quantities must be determined during the 'ulse
time. The cathode ray osci1loraph suects itself for this Durpose, and has been successfully
A

eraDloyed.

in these ezeriments.

voltage Dulse having a saw-tooth shape is desirable in order

to obtain data at several different voltages during a single pulse.
A

satisfactory ulse shape is to discharge a
a fixed resistance. The voltage developed across

method of obtaining

capacitor

throiì

the resistance decays

voltage to about

zo%

eonentia1ly from the capacitor's initial
of the initial voltage in RC seconds, where

is the resistance in

oluns and

value of either

C,

R

or

C

or both,

the capacitance in farais.
may be

R

Thus the

adjusted to roduce t1e

desired aifise length.
The
a11(i

voltage pulse is reduced by means of a capacitance divider

recorded on an oscillograph.
The

pick-up

corresponding pulse of current is

jredeI and

aplied directly

to the

the voltage

assed through a 'current

roduced across this irrpedance is

vertical deflection plates, or arnlifiers, of

another oscilloscope tube.
The

Thus one

horizont.l u:is of each oscilloscope tube reDresents time.
oscilloscope presents voltage as a f'nction of time and the

other current as a function of time.

Since the relationship between

16

current and volta,e is desired,

it

necessary to re:iove the time

i

arameter by .ìetermining the value of

1rrent for a given voltage.

This was done br (;enerating time markers vhich blank the tvo oscilloscope traces, simultaneously

during each trace.

and.

These time markers caused the traces to appear

as broken lines as in Pig. 25.

graphed b'

tvro
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periodically, for short intervals

i,

f 2.3.

The oscilloscope traces are photo-

irchild Type A Oscilloscope Recording

Cameras equipped with automatic shutters

and.

film advance mechanisms.

The values of current and voltage at corresponding pairs of time

markers were determined from the photographs.
The data were gathered on a Ilone_shotH basis.

The timing se-

quence was arranged such that closing a telegraph key opened the

camera shutter, started the two oscilloscope sweeps and the time-

marker generator, triggered the high voltage pulse generator, applied the pulse to the field. current tube, closed the shatter,

and.

advanced the film.
A combined block and schematic diagram of the
associated. circuits is

shoi

in Fig.

8.

mlser and its

The d-c voltage generator

was used to charge the 0.25 mf capacitor, through the 2 mego1u
sistor, to any desired voltage between zero

volts.

The 5C22

hrogen

and.

re-

sixteen thousand

thyratron tube acte as a switch that can be

closed so as to discharge the capacitor through the 50 ohm shunting
resistor thus applying the condenser voltage to the field current
tube.

Figure 24 is a mhotograph of the apparatus.
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The Time-Liarkr Circuit

Figure

7

is a block diagram and Fig. 9 is the schematic diagram

of the trigger generator and time-marker generator.

vibrator is triggered by means of a telegraph key.

A one-shot multiThe rau.Ltivibrator

executes one complete cycle and returns to its initial quiescent
state.

The output wave from the ¡nultivibrator turns on two oscilla-

tors, one having a frequency of 1.0 megacycles/ sec, the other 0.1

megacycles/sec.

The outputs from the two oscillators are separately

clipped, squared, differentiated after which they are further clipped
so that one shalT positive spike is produced for each cycle of each

oscillator.

The 1.0 megacycle oscillator produces voltage spikes at

1 micro-second intervals while

0.1 megacycle oscillator produces

them at 10 micro-second intervals.

These voltage spikes are applied

to the cathodes of the cathode-ray-tubes thus providing intensity

modulation of the trace in the form of blank spots at one and ten
micro-second intervals as shown in Fig.

2.

The trailing edge of the multivibrator output pulse also gener-

ates a trigger voltage which starts the oscilloscope sweeps and

triggers the

C22 thyratron.

In order to produce sharp one micro-second marker pulses stray

capacitance and inductance effects must be minimized.

The frequency

content of such a train of voltage spikes should include the 1.0
megacycle/sec fundamental as well as its harmonics up to at least the

lth.

ALL the circuits utilized as

s

quare and clip this wave to pro-

duce the micro-second voltage spikes must necessarily pass this band

KE

TRI GGER

TRRAT RON
AMPLIFIER

SCOPE
M

TIME

ARKERS

SCOPE

SWEEP

5C22 HYDROGEN
H Y R AIRO N

TRIGGER

wvlJ

T

2 MEG

FIELD CURREN

D.C.

GENERAÌO

TUBE
VOLTAGE

SCOPE

CURRENT

APACITY<50
IVIDER

I

___

0.25 MF

CURREN T

PICK-UP
I MPEDANCE

Pig.

8

Combined block and schematic diagram of Tmlse generator.

POiNT A TØ

Pig. 9

Scheriatic diagram of trigger

SO

nd tiìB.-r'arker generator.

H
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of frequenciez.
-2late loads,

This requires high frequency coiìpensation, low

low gain per stage of armlification as well as care in

keeping shimt capacities and lead inductances as low as nossible.
The Trigger Amplifier and Piilse Crenerator

The trigger anmlifier and

schematically in Fig. 10.

ulse generator are reoresented

These circuits arc treated in consider-

able detail since they introduce rather difficult clipping problems.
The trigfer pulse which is generated br the timing circuit

fled by the 6L6 amplifier of Pig. 10.

s

ampli-

The amolified trigger voltage

is applied to the grid of the 5022 causing this tube to conduct.

During the conduction period the potentials of the cathode ond grid
of the tube rise to the peak pulse voltage which

15,000 volts.

ay be as high as

This rapid voltage rise of the grid and cathode gen-

erates a pulse which travels in a reverse direction through the

trigger omplifier.

mp1ifier every ti

In order to prevent arc-over in the trigger

the system is fired it was necessary to intro-

duce the 715 B diode clipper tubes of Pig. 10.

ie

the back voltage from rising above B 4 potentir'J.

(560 volts),

715B prevents
the

other prevents the back voltage from going below ground ootential.

T:e

715 B tifoes, which are capable of supplying peak currents of

10 amperes, were used in order to prevent the charging

ol'

the str2y

capacitance between the 5022 grid, the 6L6 olate, and ground.

These

leads must be short, and of large conduction area and small inductance
since di
dt
the L di
dt

has a very large value during the pulse rise time so that

voltage will be large unless L is kept sufficiently small.

e

'seo'

limt

33K

ILS
7

-

MEG

R A-38

IME4
2w

2w

$L6
100mm!

I

POOmtnf

T

tOOK

6:

5C22 HYDRO(N
TIIYRATR0

0.003ml
MICA

L:

0.001 mf

FIELD cu
TURE
1CuppE.

55mmf

5OK

,O.5

SV2w

4.9K

N1PEDANCE

Li

I

CURRENT

SCOPE

2w

C

'5OO
7158
CLIPPER

-

F1.

10

Sciiomatic diagrcm of

>OHMS
i

trigger airn1ifier

and

pu10 generator.

(

\VOLTAGE

\TJ

SCOPE
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The

O5

mfd. capacitor of the pulse Cenerator is charged

throwh a resistance
is 0.5 second.

of 2.0 rnegohns.

Iyaring the discharge time the 2.0 niegohm resistor

acts like an open suitch effectively
capacitor during this period.
capable of

The charging tine constant

ìthstanding

and.

reventing recharging of the

The 5022 hydrogen thyratron is

switching 16,000 volts,

peak currents up to 325 amperes.

and-

can -oass

The pulse rise time, limited

mainly by the thyratron breaìorn time, is of the or.er of tenths
of microseconds.

Figure 11 is a

hotoraph of

the pulse generator.

Volt ae Dividers

The voltage pulse must be reliably recorded on the oscillo-.

graph without distortion of any trpe.

Since

this voltage is large

it must be accurately divided to a valua suitalle for application

directly to the deflector

lates of the oscilloscope.

lent types of voltage dividers are a-nlicable.

capacity divider represented in Pig. 12a.

ìc

unbalanced RC divider which may produce distortion.

but,

or c will present a tnia

unfortunately,

types a

and.

is the

straight

Figure 12b shows a straight

resistance divider; Pig. 12e a balanced RC divider.

dividers, a, b,

Three conven-

Pig.

12cl is

y of the three

icture of the voltage

b become unbalanced

an

ulse

when adapted for

use directly on the deflector plates of the oscilloscoe because of
the

capacitance between the deflector

leads.

lates and the connecting

The capacity divider becomes unbalanced because of the neces-

sity of placing a resistance in parallel with the deflector plates in

23

Pî?r.

Pulse G<'ierator

1].

1.

K1h voltce cb1e

2.

Two negohm resistor.

3.

Pu1e generator

4.

5022 Irarogen thyratron.

5.

Vacuurn capacitor.

6.

715 B clipper t.ibe.

terminal from RA-38

storage canacitor.

DC generator.

f

v

V

0L

CI

LR1tR2

cI+.c2

i

o-

C

C,i-C2

Fig. 12

R2

jR2

Various trpes

0±'

1:4
voltae divider.

R2
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order to

rovide a

focusing.

The

rotrnd

reference voltae for s-ot centerin'

and.

error introduced in the latter case is negligible

when

the tine constant IC2 of Fig. 12d is large compared to the period.
of the pulse.

Caacitor

In the actual recording
must

02

circuit

R2

is chosen large.

also be largo in order to accommodate tìe large

division voltage ratios which are necessa,r for viewing high voltage
T)ulses.
The

In

this case tile error introduced. will

divider actually used consisted. of a

vacuua capacitor,

C,

and a mica

capacitor

to give a proper division ratio for a
The

small capacitor

C

50

micromicrofarad

2 whose

noal

must withstand. pulse

negligible.

be

value is chosen

oscilloscope deflection.
voltages up to 16,000

volts.
Current Pici-.

Devices

In order to measure the current through the

a current nick-up impedance
S1ìOTfl

in Pig. 8.

field current tube

is connected. in series with the tibe as

Ven the voltage pulse is applied. to the tube,

field-current is produced

it a
throigh it.

impedance producing across

ship to the current

which flows throigh the current rAck-up

relation-

voltage that has a 1io
T1is voltage

is applied. to either

the deflector 1ates, or the amplifier, of the current indicating

oscilloscope.
The

simplest type of impedance is a resistance.

Since the

voltage developed across a resistance is directl:,r proportional to
the current, the use of a resistance as a current

Dick-uP

impedance

26

places a rather severe limitation on the readable ratio of mcimum
to minimum current for each pulse.

T1is is because of the viidth of

the trace of the oscilloscope relative

flection.
curacy.

t

D

the total available de-

Ratios as high as 30/1 can be read with reasonable ac-

Thus each Dulse when plotted. on a lo

a curve which is undesirably short.

i

graph will Droduce

It is advantageous to increase

the ratio of nìeasureable maximum to minimum current.

sibic by using a non-linear current pick-up device.
of such possible devices led to the selection

of'

This is DoC-

Investigation

crystal seni-

conductors similar to those used in TJ.H.F. detection devices.

crystals of the

Radar

series are useable for currents ranging from a

11121

few microamperes to two or three mi.aDperes.
tyoical crystal calibration curves.

Piires 13 and

l'1

are

A ratio of maximum to minimum

current of about 1000/1 produces voltage ratios of about 30/1 when
a crystal is used.

Crystals when properly calibrated serve quite

satisfactorily and increase the presentable current range by a factor
of 30.
Crystals have a tendency to burn-out when subjected to excessively high currents.

High current crystals such as the fl34 are

capable of passing pulse currents of the order of tenths of enperes.
Pìxrthernore several 1N34 crystals can be used in parallel for

currents in the anpere region.

It is necessary to tiche d-c and

puise calibration checks of all crystals before, and during, use
as pick-up devices in order that any variation in their character-

istics can be noted.

Pigare 15 s1ows calibration curves for several

.
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1N34 crystals for ioth continuous and pulsed current.

The use of

1N34 crystals has peiitted ratios of rnaxiium to miniLnu1 pulse currents as high as 140 to 1.

Titis

is less than

eected

because

ci'

the aiverse effects of stray capacitance in the measuring circuit.
It

Dianned to utilize the non-linear characteristics of Tììyrite

is

for future higher current work.

Photographic Becoiing

The voltage and current pulses

resented on the

scopes were recoied photographically.

to

oscillo-

Since these pulses were

'oc-

tween 5 and 30 microseconds in length they posed a rather difficult

photograhic problem.

However the use Of oscilloscope tubes having

fluorescent screens that emit predominantly blue light and which
have 3,000 volt accelerating potentials, together with high speed
Linagraph-pan film and

19 high contrast developer, makes it pos-

sible to photograph single sweep oscilloscoe writing speeds of

about one inch

er microsecond.

In the early tart

of the work the recording was done with two

4 X 5 view cameras equipped with f 2.7 Aeroektar lenses.
film was used.

Later two automatic 35 mm. Fairchild radar recording

cameras with f 2.3 lenses were employed.

The latter ccxieras have

clock and data recording chambers which are
pulse.

Super

hotograhed at each

This is convenient in keeping exact data records.
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Epe rimental

Tifte s

Eerirnenta]. tubes of several different designs have been used.
A

simple ty-oe, shorn in Pigs. 16 nd 17, consists of a verr sham

:point emitter placed near a iane anode surface.

Provioion

for heatîn the notais sufficiently to outgas them.
"oonbax1ed by

near

it

on

electrons supplied from

an ainciiia1T

the side opposite the point.

The

was made

as

The anode

filanent located

point is mounted

on a

horseshoe-shaDed tungsten filanent vrhich can be heated by a current.
Tubes of

this type Demit the development of

at relatively
An

ject to

hii

field intensities

br voitaes.

emitter incomorating a single shaened point
damage due

may be sub-

either to ositive ion bombaxment, or to re-

sistive heating, if the current densities during field emission are
high. The result is that the point becomes dull and ceases to ci-rit
at available voltages. This necessitates the removal of the exoerimental tube from the vacuin system, and the replacement of the point

emitter. In

oer

containing five

to obtain more data per tube rebacenent a tube

oints, Figs.

13 and b9, was

constructed.

The

large

cylindrical anode approximates a plane surface in the vicinity of
each emitter.

This anode was outgassed by bombaraent

supplied by a

sirai

this purpose.

Each

rith electron

tungsten f ilament laced inside the anode for

emitter point

for outgassing rurposes.

was mounted on

Such tubes

its

ci

furnished the major

fili-mient loop

ortion of

the data teken.
Valuable data can be gathered. from a tube thich is similar to
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LEAD-IN WIRES
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Pie. 16

Point to

?ano field current

DETAIL OF POINT MOUNT

tilbe.

Pig. 17

Point to

Pig. 18

Five Doint

1ie field

current tube.

field current tube.
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TUNGSTEN

TO PUMPS
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EMITTERS
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Five -oint field current tube.
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n

the electron raicrocoDe t,-oe of iiela emission tube uecì oy Muller,

and

nd 21.

ictured in Pies. 20

The tule envelope is a two liter

Pyrex flask with a coating of willernite over
surface of the shere.
iire located near the

one-lf

of the inner

The anode is a ring-shaped piece of t,ngsten

center of the s-ohere.

near the anode, is a sharp tunEsten Doint.

The emitter, placed.
TILlS

tyT)e

of tube is

referred to as a ?rojection tube or an electron microscope tube.
The emitted. electrons diverge and strike the willenilte screen causing
it

to fluoresce.

The pattern on the willemite screen is an enlarged

rojection of the emission Dattern of the ooint and shows the detailed. distribution of the emission at the surface of the emitter.

atterns have been observed imder both direct current

Such

and.

pulse

conditions.
J

tube utilizing a linear filnent

been constructed as

shom

and.

cylindrical symmetry has

in Pigs. 22 and 23.

The anode is a

double ended. tungsten spiral 2.4 cm in diameter, 2.8 cm in length

using a wire diameter of 0.015 inch.
to the outgassing temperature.

It can be heated by a current

The linear timgsten filament is

0.001 cm in diameter and can be outgassed in a manner similar to that

used for the anode.

The inner glass surfaces are dusted with

lemite which fluoresces under electron bombardment.

viii-

This tube con-

tains a comparatively small amount of metal and is therefore easily
out gassed.

pumps

Iamenf

en po/nt

emite
'fing

Fig. 20

Electron microscope type tube.

Pig. 21

Electron microscope type tube.

Pig. 22

Linear fi1aent

t.-Do

tube,

Pìg

24

Arraneraent of ocuiprent for

.ata

zi.
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IY

TO FIG. 24

1.

011 diffusion piip.

2.

011 LIcCleod gauge.

3.

Ionization gauge control.

4.

Five-point field current tube.

5.

Current

6.

Pulse generator (inside cage).

7.

Trigger and time-marker generator.

8.

Current recording oscilloscope.

9.

Voltage recoiiing oscilloscope.

1ck-uD impedance.

10. Oscilloscope recording cameras.

li.

Telegraph key.

The field at the surface of the filament is c:zmressed anroxi-

mately by

_i

V

a

a is the radius of the filament,

where

b the radius of the anode and

V the applied voltage.
This indicates that a thin filament is necossar in order to obtain

an intense electric field in its vicinity.

3:treme di±ficulty was

encoimtered in establishing a filament of the proper dimensions and
in moimting it to withstand the mechanical shock of the -nuise voltage.

Cal ib rat ions

All devices used for determining voltage
carefully calibrated.
one

nd current must be

To this end all measurements were referred to

scale of a standard d-c voltmeter and to a G-eneral Radio

mmcd-

ance Bridge.

Voltage oscilloscope calibration consists of

alying knoi

d-c

voltages to the oscilloscope ylates to deflect the base line and photo-

graphing these cìeflections with the recording cameras.

Mthowh

the

base line appears as a straight line when located at the center of the
oscilloscope it is curved when deflected above or below the center of
the tube,
the

This distortion tends to bow the ends of tue trace toward

center lino.

AlthOEugh corrections for this can be determined from

the calibrations most of the data are taken from the center of the

scope face and thus su fer no significant distortion.
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senìtivity

The

of the current indUcatin

termined. by aDilying various

arrlif 1er
ically.

om

oscilloscope

nc voltages

was de-

to the oscilloscoDe

input and recording the resu1tin deflections photograph-

The

sensitivity is exressed in terms of voltage per mliii-

meter of deflection.
To

determine the

volte

division ratio of the ca,acïtance

divider each capacitor, vrhile in its operating position,
by means of the Goneral Radio Impedance Bridge.

was rL1eas1red

voltage division

The

between two capacitors in series w.s then calculated in the usw'l

:ianner.
which

it

Pinally the caDacity divider

crystal

oscllloscone deflection

caused. viere checked by applying a 1own d-c voltage to the

divider by
The

and tile

means of a vacui.un

switch.

current-voltage characteristic of each current pick-un
was

obtained from direct current measurements of the voltage

across the crystal and the current through

It.

This calibration

coverea current ranges from a few nicroamperes to about
amperes.

In order to extend the

a known voltage pulse
iioivn resistance.

was

The

30

milli-

calibration cuire to large currents,

applied to each crystal in series with a

voltage across the crystal

was

recoi1ed by

the camera of the current reading oscilloscope while the voltage

across the resistor and crystal in series
recording camera,

From

current can be fo,md.
and d-c

currents at the

was recorded. on

the voltage

these two curves crystal voltage and crystal
The

excellent agreement between nuise currents

same

voltage can be seen

on

the overlanming

ortions of the crystal calibration curves of Fig. 15.
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The Leeci

and.

Northru

tyDe R

a1vazìometor, used for the direct

current field emission measurements, was carefully calibrated aainst
the standard. voltmeter and the imed.ance bridge.

1.18 x 10

ampere mer millimeter at one meter.

Its sensitivity is
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EERILIE1TAL PflODL

Piolc eraission exoerirnents

cax 1e

successfully performed only

in a vacuum eqDifl to, or better than, lO
system employed for

oil-diffusion

r,imm

this vork consisted of a
(n,

p. 66-67)

Duo-seal mechanical ournp.

oil

McCleod gauge;

VG--lA,

The

the high

bacloed

with a

or similar type ionization gauge.

two

iith

fore-pressure

vacumm

of Hg.

mm

a

The vacuum

stase, rater cooled,

tye

1405H l7elch

was measured

with an

Distillation Products
A total-obstruction char-

coal tram was used in the p'Jnp±n line on the high vacumi side and
was baked out alon&

with the tube and ion gauge.

The

charcoal trap,

although not imriersed in lic1uid air, trapped gas and oil vapors and
effected a considerable improvement in the vacuum. Octoil S was
used as the

difftsion

p'u

oil.

The vacuum system was mounted

in a stationary framework with

rovision for lowering an oven over the high
system during the baking-out period.

vacuum

portion of the

To thirty-ampere Variacs

provided adjustment for controlling the oven temoerature.

airing

the bake-out period of fi've to fifteen hours, the tube, charcoal
trap, and. ion gauge were heated to a temperature of 500°C. After
the system hnd cooled to nearly room temperature, clear glyptol

was

painted over the glass joints and seals of the tube as a precaution
against minute leaks that miit exist in the glass and in-seals.
Next, the metal parts were heated to

apropriate outgas sing

peratures by conduction, bombaiment, or in
The

an

induction

tem-

fuiace.

temperatures were measured by means of a Leed.s and Nothrap optical

¿lÀ

pyrometer.

After the metals

han.

outassed for several hours, the

vacuum was measured, and if found satisfactory, the field current
tube was put into operation.

Prior to any pulse oeration, direct current runs

7ere made to

establish the relationship between current and voltate at low current
densities,

This initial period of operation also tended to stabilize

the oDeratin& characteristics of the emitters.

Pulse data were talen

by means of tecirniques and methods already described.
pulse voltages

viere

increased with successive pulses.

pulse readings were meile at the same petd: voltage in

Usually the
Sometimes many

oier

to see

whether or not similar voltage pulses produced similar current curves.
In general the procedure was deteruined by the trend of the visunily

obseiable results.
the maximum

The oulsed voltage vas eventually increased to

iich the particular tube would stand.

Exoeriments, or

runs, were usually terminated by burning off the point, or blowing

ui

be orothe filament emitter, so that field emission could no longer

duced in the trbe,
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Data from pulsed field emitters are taken from photographs of

osciiloscoe traces

which record the voltage applied to the emitter

and the current which

hotographs.

it yields.

Picare 25 reproduces tyDical

Corresponding values of voltage and cunrent, at any

instant, are determined

deflections

from measured

on

the photogra-

phic image, following the procedure outlined reviously in the discussion of the methods of calibration.

of lode

excellent reproductibility of the data, which Pig.

is typical of the pulsed emitters
few

grah

versus

for four pulses from a typical emitter is shorn in Pig. 27.

lO4/
The

A

indicates,

which have been studied, with a

significant exceptions which will
Data from the same

27

be noted

field emitters

later.

when used

as sources of

continuous direct current emission are also plotted as iOde Î versus
104/V.

to be
were

In Figure 26, which is typical, this relationship

linear. Direct currents in the range

lO

to lO

is

fomnd

aperes

stidied.
Data for both

direct current

and.

pulsed operation are combined

in Figs. 28, 29, and 30 in order to describe the
of three veir shai

tungsten point-to-plane emitters over a wide ran

of emission currents.
mental tube siìo

erfomance of each

These three

in Pigs.

emitters were used in the

eeri-

18 end 19.

It is possible to coìlare the exerimental cunres

of Pigs. 28,

29, and. 30 with the theory of Povrler and Nordheim (9, p. 179) by the

use of a method due to Stern,

ossling

and Fow].er (20, p. 699-700).

Voltage pulse
Pig. 25

Trpical current and voltage
nhotographs.
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Po1er

p. 173-181) and Noheim (17, p. 626-

cnd Nordhoita (9,

that there exists at the surface of a metal, a poten-

639) consider

tiJ. barrier

vthich le the

of three

im

potentia1.

These are the

rowh1y rectangular otential barrier due to the metal, the poten-

tial
force

due to the
on an

applied field,

emitted electron.

the ?otential due to the image

and.

potential distribution is shoi

Tuis

Free electrons inside the metal may, according to nave

in Fir:. 6.

mechanical theory, strike and penetrate the

barrier.

An

exnression

for emission current density is obtained if the robabi1ity of
penetration is integrated over all available electron energies
taking accoimt of the sbae and height of the surface barrier.
Powler and Nordheim find the density of

J

6.2O.O 6

e

-6.8

X

this field current to

7
1OQ

be

f(y). Arreres/cm.

P

where

F

electric field in volts/cm.,

Ø

metallic

work function in

électron volts,

the usual metallic aremeter (see Pig. 6),

f(y)

_______

=

-

E(k)

K(k)

Y2

L

k________
1

K(k)

E(k)

:

(l-k2

sin2ø)

(1_k2

sin2

d

o)

o
.
equation is
theoretical
This
.

function

::

3, and Ø

.

e

:lotten or values of the

4.5 volts in curves

9

and 7

work

respectively,
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Pig. 31.

fy)

i

z

froi:i tire

A

assinton that

thirL curve is aravtn from theory uncier the

(curve 8, Pii;.

original

zi).

This is the

of Powler

r,rork

earlier theoretical
(9,

ITorciheim

and

-o.

173-181)

curvo

It

.

force to the surface otential

neglects the contribution of the

image

barrier, It is the latter curve
used in their comparison between

which Stern,

experiment

G:sslin

and

theoi.

nd

A

Powler

slight

modification in their method permits a commarison of the experimental

data of Pigs. 28, 29,

and. 30

with the most recent theory of Powler

and Norciheim (9, n. 173-181), (17, p. 626-639).

first

Consider

lot of

in the
ie1ds.

The

log0

cuire

8

of Pig. 31.

The

i versus 10°/F is detectable only at very large

effect of the

image

force,

i.e., f(y), is

accounts for tue difference between curves

csases curve

sities
at

7

8 and.

values of the electric field.

somewhat lower

f(y) shows

it

to be approximately

at fields lower than those for which detectable cur-

vature sets in. Values for f(y) are given by

Nord-heim (17, p

638)

are reproduced in Table 1.

TLL
t

y

First, f(y)

departure from linearity becomes observable

n examination of the form of

and

7.

two-fold and

to be offset in the direction of higher current den-

and second, the

eauaJ. to unity

departure from linearity

'
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Experimental curves with slopes
adjusted parallel to theoretical curves
for J assuming & to be known.

Barrier reduced to u

2
I

2

4
6

Emitter #1, d'=4.5 for pulsed range
Emitter *2, d)45
Emitter #3, d73.O
Emitter #3, lj.45
Abbott and Henderson, for P=4.5
Millikan and Eyring, for P =4.5
N

o

o- -o

cJ

-

pulsed field emission
direct current field emission
JN6.2x1c56

Barrier reduced
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(F

in

O

b

volts per cm.)

F

Pis. 31

raoh

of log

cmVes uith

i

versus reciprocal voltage sho'wing coLlparisons of eoerimental

heoretic1 ciuves.

cj
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3.78 x

vthere

Yihen

io4

the surface

P
Ø

,

f

is exoressed in volts/cm
is exoressed in volts.

barrier of the metal is reduced

to the level,AI, (Pig. 6) f(y) is reduced to zero.
P =

1.42 x lo8 volts/cm

if

the amoimt

This occurs for

4.5 volts, the acceDted value of the

therraionic vrork ftinction of timgsten.
Nordheim extends to

ii

this limit,

which

The

theor

of Poner and

is indicated

by the

vertical

dashed line which terninates curve 7, in Pig. 31.

This limit is

reached at somewhat loner values of field whenØ

3 as showi

in

curve 9, Pig. 31.
A

commarison between exoeriment and thie0ir unounts to a

deter-

mination exerimental1y of the three tnknovins, P, J and Ø . Experimental values for the electric field do not usually agree exactly

Careful stidies (13, p. 52-67) (2 p.

with theoretical values.

699-723) (1, p. 113-118) (17,

i.

626-639) have s1own

that field emis-

sion occurs at measured electric fields which arc fomd to be from

1/2 to 1/lOO as large as exoccted from theory.
amperes from very sharp emitters usually

field of tile order of

106

fields are considered to

A

current ci'

io

recuires a measured electric

volts/cm. Theoretical values for the
e

correct,

and the disagreement with ex-

erimental values is attributed to sub-microscopic

rojections or

minute spots of immurities which experiment has not as yet detected.

Portrniately, tIie work function

has been

deteiined exoeri-

mentally, by methods ïndemendent of field emission,

metallic emitters

whose

end.

is

known

surfaces are clean and well butgassed.

for

55
The

relationship ietween the emission current density J, the

emitting area

anL tiie

A

total emitted. current i has been investi-

gated experimentally by I.11er (16, p. 541-550) using an electron

eiission -oattern, enlareci

microscope technique which permitted the
by a factor

o

2 X

lOe,

to be vieied

this rork the values of J

cion,

since

a fluorescent screen.

in soc1iu

The

perimenta conditions used.
in reasonable limits, a check

The

end of a

importance of Mthler's work is aDparent

it detemines accurately

retical

used. a very sharp

electrol:rtically etching the

formed by

nitrite.

Lller

Prom

uith pre-

been determined,

ana. A have

under actual operating conddtions.

timsten emitter

rire

on

the variables J an

Hence with

'mder the ex-

ìorn, and

oxer

the

on

A

work

1moi with-

of maiitude of the theo-

eq'uation can be made usin. emitters similar to

emitters used in the present

P

are vei

Lrhlor's.

sharp tungsten

points prepared by electrolytic etching in sodiin hydroxide, which

is considered equivalent to the

iher.

method used by

obtain sufficiently large current densities, using the
source available,

at the emitter

it

was

by forming

necessary to achieve

it into

maxinrnra

a verj sharp point.

In order to

otential

field strength
recl'ded

This

possibility of determining e:erimcntally the applied electric
field since the points were so sharp that only an electron microscope
the

coula. be

exected to resolve

therefore,

from the

thorn.

The

electric field

theoretical eqiations assuming

This method is sufficiently accurate to permit
comparison between

eerirnent

ozi

and theory and. thus

Ø

was

determined,

to be haown.

order-of-magnit-ude

ermits an

56

approximate calculation of J an

A for the emitters used.

thus obtained are close to those obseied.

b:r

Mh1er

The values

irnder similar con-

îitions.
To determine the electric field

',

current density J, and emit-

tine area A, as described above, it is only necessa.
knOV7n,

that

Ø be

nd that the eerimental curves in Figs. 28, 29 and 30 be

replotted with slopes parallel to those of the theoretical equations
for J when these are

lotted with the

done in Pig. 31, curves

1,

2,

3,

4,

own value of

5 end 6.

.

This is

The slopes of the ex-

perimental curves in Figs. 26, 28, 29 end 30 are seen in the case of
e.

single emitter to

var

as a function of its emission history.

Evidently the work function, which essentially determines the slope,

may change as the emitter ages.
Stern, Gossling and Powler (20, p. 701)

of slope

uon

work function and assii a

reïort such a dependence

robab1e range of 3 K 0

for emitters similar to those used here.

They report that sodium,

or other impurities of low work function,

contaminate the emitter

surface and furnish considerable emission at low fields,

purities are
the

emitter

.

4.5

These in-

'burned off" by the cassage of large currents causing
bo

return to its normal work function.

Apmarently ordinaiy

out-gassing procedures do not necessarily renove such spots of impurities.

The passage of large field currents at high field strength

serves to "clean up" the emitting surface.
M'!l1er has

obsexed visually the effects of contamination of the

emitting surface by small areas of impurities of low work function.

He

57

notes that scattered impurities on the emitting crystal face tend
to

accmulate

in certain areas as small as 1O

cm2,

These small

areas of low work f-unction contributed most of the emitted current.

Henderson and Dahistron (12, p. 475) observed that field emitters
tend to emit large unstable currents at first, then settle down to

lower current and more stable emission.
These effects have all been verified experimentally, using the

several tubes described herein, end are consistent with the assum
tien that small areas of the emitter are initially contaminated with

impurities.
Thus Pigs. 28 and 29 may be

intereted

as follows.

The direct

current portion of the curves have slopes differing from those of

ortions in a direction indicating that the direct current

the pulsed

data were largely contributed by small areas of impurities of low
These emitters were conditioned by continued passage

work function.
of d-c currents,

in an attempt to remove suCh irrurities,

Lore the d-c curves represent stable d-c states at
ties.

lori

and there-

current densi-

In view of the possibility of demage to the point it was not

considered rise to pass larger d-c currents than those used.

The

pulsed porticns of the curves have slopes which are steeper then
those for d-c operation and are assumed to correspond to work functions of

= 4.5 volts for tungsten.

At worst the v?ork function

mit

This value cannot be far wrong.

conceivably be reduced to 4 volts if

tantalum from the anode were deposited in sufficient quantity upon
the emitter,

Fortunately,

the values of J, A, and F derived br this

raethod.

are rather insensitive to small changes in

shovin later.

A value of Ø

=

,

as will be

4.5 volts is therefore assjineci to be

satisfactorr for the ouled portions of each emitter.
The slopes of the theoretical curves,

#'?

and

#8, may be ta2en

from the dotted straight lines that are plotted in Pig. 31 in order
to extend the linear

of high fields.

lofield

sections of the curves into the region

This approximation neglects the effect of the smcll

curvature in the theoretical curves, at vei

high fields.

The resilt-

ing error azoimts to less than a factor of 2 in the calx1ation of
J,

and A,

and.

does aot imair the oer-of-rnagnitude-check on theory.

In Pig. 31,
in that order.

curves 1, 2 and 3 correspond to Pigs. 28, 29 and 30
In each case the

sloe

of the pulsed

ortion of the

exrerimontal curves has been drawn parallel to that of the straight
line portion of the theoretical curve for Ø

4.5 volts.

This is

accomplished by multiplying the 104/V values from the exoerimental
curves by the ratio of
retical curves.

The

tile

sloes

of the exoerimental to the theo-

Values of the loge

eerimental

curves of

i

remain unchanged.

i1iu1n

and Eyring (13, p. 55) and

of Abbott and Henderson (2, p. 117) are plotted in a similar fashion

and appear as curves 5 and

6

respectively, of Pig. 31.

The maximun current densities and the emitting areas shovin in

Table 2 are measured graphically from Pig. 31.

Current densities are

taken from the theoretical curve 7, at fields corresponding to

maximum values indicated by the various experimental curves.

tile

Areas

are calculated uuon the assuntion that the total current is the

EMITTER IDENTIFiCATION

*

I

ASSUMED
VALUE OF

AREA OF EMITTER
IN CM2 (FROM GRAPH)

J, CURRENT DENSITY IN
AMPERES PER CM2(FROM GRAPH)

PULSED

4.5

2>(Io

3x107

PULSED

4.5

8xIO°

3x107

3x

2

DIRECT

3

PULSED AND D.C.

4.5

3x10-io

1x10 8

PULSE AND

3.0

IXI&0

3X108

4.5

7/

ic$

9x106

4.5

I

X IO

8x103

CURRENT

D.C.

MILLIKAN
ABBOTT AND

HeNDERSON

cs'2

EXPERIMENTAL VALUES
WITH ELECTRON
MICROSCOPE
o
MULLER

AREA

OF

EMITTER IN CM2

J,
IN

1X10-II

CURRENT DENSIT
AMPERES PER CM

1X106
TABLE 2

product of current densitr and area.

It is

convincing that the emitting areas found by this method

are in close agreement with those reported by

J.ler. This argues

for the correctness of the method insofar, at least, as

oier

of

iac+gnitide are concerned.

emitting area from the data of

The

to be the largest listed in Table

listed is

smcJ.lest.

As

and Henderson found tue
when

iiott

2 while

noted in their

the

pier

end.

Henderson

maxinm.m

is

found

current density

(2, p. 117-118) Abbott

best check between theoir and ecreriment

emitting areas were small and of uniform current density and

surface field. There this is not so, the total current i becomes a

integral of the current density over a larger, nonuniformly emitting area. Abbott and Henderson note that the net
complicated.

effect is

plots,

and

linearity in the loge i versus 104/V
observe such a dearture exoerimentally. The calculated

a departure from

values of area and current density

made from

their data are

sistent with the foregoing e1anation offered.

con-

by Abbott and.

Itende rs on.
On

ican and

the other hand, the calculations made from the data of M111iEyring show

current densities
more

their emitting areas to

much

larger than those of Abbott

loge

their

and Henderson.

Eyring obtained close agreement with theoir.

i/

¿t

versus 10/V

show no

A

theor and. e:eriment is to be exit is siguificant to note that Millikan

favorable comparison between

pected in the former case and
and.

be much smaller and

Their 1ots of

detectable departure from linearity.

61

Furthermore, the e:cperimental conditions relative to

re nearl:r identical to those

function, total current range, etc.

work

of M!i11er, and

it is

enitter eorietrT,

thus significrnt that the calculated area

nc1

current density are in close agreement iiith the eperimenta1 values
fornid by Mh1er.

This has been gener1ly acceDted as a conclusive

argiment for the correctness of the Powler

eciiatjon for current density in
The

all but

id ITordheim

theoretical

the highest field regions.

areas found for the emitters used in this work

lie in

small range, centered around the value observed by M1hler.

deteiined for
#]-

the

The

area

direct current 'ortion of the curve for emitter

(Curve 1, Pig. 31)

is

This is unusually small.

3 ;

io2

cm2, and

is listed in Table 2.

Its current clensit:r is

is unusueìly large. Parthenore,

which

a

6

z lO arimeres/cm2

from the slope of the d-c

ortion of curve 1, Pig. 31, the emitter is found to have a
function equal to aproximately

3

work

volts. These observations are

consistent with the assunption that this

d--c

emission comes from a

very small spot of surface impurity of low work function.

Pii..re 32, from M31lerts work,

shows

a photograph of the enlarged

emission pattern from a tungsten field emitter.

In

his Pig. 5c, the

small,

briit

ties.

This observed- behavior is in close agreement with that predicted

from

cuie

areas are associated with intense emission from imouri-

1, Pig. 31.

Presumably these small areas aro "burned off"

at higher fields leaving the larger,
may

elain
The

more

stable emitting area. This

the slope of the nuìsed portion of curve 2, Pig. 31.

behavior of the emitter at the high field extremity of the

Woifrainkathode, [01 1]Richtung in der Mitte, bei 2600° K
geglüht, 4100 Volt, Z . 10 A.
Fig. 5 a.

Fig. 32

Fig. 5h.

mIn bel 2100° K aktiviert, 4000 Volt.
1

Fig. 5e. 1 min bei 1500° K geglüht, 3800 Volt, scharf begrenzte
Thoriumfiecke auf den (111)Ebeneii.

ELectron microscopic projection of emitting cathode surface shovring eraission from
small sots of iramurities of low vrorl: function. From thiller (16, p. 545)
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pifled curves is of ;reat interest.
pulsed ruige of Pis.

siered

to

'oc

Pis.

28 (ciad curve 1,

current recording auparatus.

The

remarka11y good from puise to

curve of Fig. 28

it is

liiit

reroiucibi1ity of these data is

iflse as siiomi in Pig. 27.

seen that no curvature in the

wou1.c:

aparatus.

the

i versus

iO

The

curvature

it is

could. 'be

'believed that the

tre-

detected by the existing

This slight departure from theo1'T, at these very large

current densities,
A

if present,

i.

Prom

in the ronce of current densities

be sx:ia].1

covered. br pulse measurements; however,

dicted. curvature,

one hincIred

of -etection of the Di1sed

1ot exists for the pii1sed range of emitter

Dredictecl l)y tileory

charge.

These data are con-

3:1-).

reliable since the crn'rents are well over

times as large as the reliable 1o'er

io4/v

curvature is o'servei for tiie

ITo

may be

in part

eiained

the effects of space

by

reliminary stu.y of these effects is reported by Stem,

Gossling, and Potrler (20, o. 705-709).
A

definite curvature is noted in the pulsed portion of the

curve in 'ig. 29.

The

sive in this respect.

results for emitter
There

of tue exoerimental points

exists

of each ulse in Pigs. 29 cnd 30.

current ulse soue
may

riation

doubt as

some

reresenting

Pig. 30, are indeci-

3,

LlaXimDfl

At tite

Lo the

validity

current in the case

leading edge of each

pick-up from the pulser is uossible and

introduce a small error in the recorded teak current value.

Ex-

:crimental points below the current mxmri are iiovni to be reliable.

It is noted that the

curve of Pig. 29 shows a

the reliable points,

i.e.

definite curvature in

excluding the highest, and that this
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curvrture is in a direction suimortin the
d.ecisive

i.n

this res-ect, because a strai6ht line

through the reliable noints for
Pigure 28 is

varies

that

by a

theor. Piure

strictl:r linear
factor of 100.

sorne

nuises, as

30

i in-

can be drawn

shown

in the insert.

over the pulsed range where the current
The

general conclusion, therefore, is

curvature in excess of that pre6Jcted by theory is observed

no

in the loge i versus

ioliï

graph.

It is

to be emphasized that

all

of these results were obtained at large current densities.

It is clear that the eriitter will funiish very large currents
when its surface barrier is reduced below the value,
which corresponds to the level of the highest enerr electrons in the metal.
It uould be exoected that the behavior of the field emitter would
change

greatly for small changes of field in the region for which

this occurs.

indication as to rthat

An

may happen

to the emitter,

under these conditions, is furnished by Rojans1r (19, p. 217,219).

current densities observed from curves 1, 2, and 3,

The maximuni

Pig. 31, occur at value s of the
F

volts/,

1.42 n

fi dcl

remarkably close to the value,

for which the surface barrier of the metal

has been reduced by the amount Ø to the level

field is
At

shown by

Those

electrons

have a transmission

would

whose

4.5.

and Nordheim no longer

energies are above the barrier height

coefficient which aproaches unity as the ratio

of electron energy to

electrons

This value of

the dashed vertical line in Pig. 31, forØ

tiìis value of field the theory of Powler

aplies.

p

barrier energy

becomes

large.

Hence these

contribute the major share of the observed field
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current in this sDecifl case.

In vic-r of the

electrons in a metal v,ith enercîe

eoected

ci.rrent may be

to

1are number

of free

levelp

the field

near the to

incrcoe enormously a

the apDliecI electi'ic

field nears and Dasses the critical value for which the barrier is

decreased

top

.

Some heating of tue emitter appears reasonable in

view of the large current densities and the small areas and metallic
volumes involved,

The effect of such heating wouìd be to raise the

energies of some of the free electrons in the metals to levels above

ji

in aecoxI with the temperature

enerr distribution.

This effect is noted graDhiceily in Pig. 4.

Thus when the barrier is lowered to

lowering less than Ø

deendence of the Fermi-Dirac

) ,

r

value slightly above/I

,

(i.e.,

even a relatively small temperatu.ire rise

would furnish a considerable numuber of electrons with energies above
the barrier,

These electrons would contribute significantly to the

existing field current.

This increase in current in turn

viouuìd

fur-

ther increase the emitter heating and hence result in an umstable
condition,

It

increase very
in the

is reasonable to assumie that unstable currents would

rapidly with

increase

in field and would finally result

foiation of a vacuum arc in which the current

electrons and metallìc ions.

It might be expected,

is carried

by

also, that the

point of instability would occur at lower values of the electric field
in the case of continuous direct current emitters than in the case of

pulsed emitters at low recurrence rates,

These effects have been ob-

served thus giving furt1r support to the theory of Fowler and ilordheim.
The maimurn stable current densities observed in curves 1, 2, and

3,

Pig. 31, occur at times near, but below,

theoretical equation for

4.5.

the up-ocr limit for the

A further increase of the field

by a few tercent resulted in instability of the emitter, in the case
of curves 1 and 2.

These emitters were vaporized following the tas-

sage of a brief but brilliant arc.

better than lO
the metal parts,

a

of

11g,

In view of the vacuin, which was

and the thorough preliminary outgassing of

it seems likely that the arc consisted of a large

current carried by electrons and metallic ions rather than by gaseous
ions.

The existence of vacuum arcs has been noted by Tn.m

and Ven

de Graaff (21, p. 327-332), who calculate the probabilities±br the

liberation ei metallic ions by electrons which impinge on metallic
anode surfaces.

They found that the number of positive metallic ions

liberated per incident electron is less than i x lO

at voltages

less than 20 k.v., but increases rapidly at higher -ootentiels.

They

also found that at corresonding voltages, roughly one electron is

liberate

per positive ion incident on a metallic surface.

The num-

ber of electrons also increases rapidly with increasing voltage.
Thus in a tube, mositive metallic ions liberated at the anode can
strike the emitter end liberate more electrons

more positive ions.

vhich in tirni produce

This process becomes cumulative and -roduces

vacuum arcs at potentials around 200 k.v.

However,

breadom

within

the tube at voltages of 20 k.v. or less is attributed by Trump and

Van de Graaff to field emission effects.
tent with, and help to exolain,

near the paint of instability.

These results are consis-

the behavior of the field emitter
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The vacrnrn arc observed in t1aee ereriment
initiated. by large values of the fie11 current.

appears thus to be

Ven

cin'rents are

limited to pulses of a fer microseconds duration as in the case in the

eoerirnents reDreented by Pias. 28, 29, and 30, instability and
arcs occur at electric fields near, but slightly below, the

vacu

critical values

reclicted

exeriment and theory

b:T

theory.

This slight difference betvten

is probably due to resistive heating of the

emitter 'r the high current density, or by positive ion bombardment,
Continued vacuum arcs vaorize the emitter.

of both.

P1otogramhs

typical of Doints which have passed sustained vacuum arcs are
in Pie.

sliomn

In some cases, the liciuified portion of the metal cools

33.

in the shape of a spherical cap.

In others, a considerable amount

of emitter material appears to be transported to the anode surface.

In both of these events the geometry of the emitter is greatly changed.
In one case an emitter survived a vacuum arc at very large cur-

rent levels and returned to its initial state, apparently imdomaed.

Pulses 1,

2,

and 3, Pig. 30, insert, were tiken at increasing

of pea: voltages.

Figures 34, 35, 36,

'

vthes

nd 37 show the photographs

of the voltages and current pulses from which the curves of Fig. 30

were taken.
34,
ol'

35,

The curves for mulses 2,

and 36 resmectively.

voltage

and.

3,

and 4 corresmond to Pigs.

Figure 34 shows the normal behavior

current curves during a pulse.

Figure 35 (puise

Pig. 30) shows the voltage and current fluises during the time

occurrence of a vacuum aic.

It

is seen

that the voltage

3,

ol'

ise drops

well below its teak value when the arc occurs, as indicted by the

Fie. 33

Typical examples of ireviously sharp timgsten points
after passage of vacmnn arc. Maìification 680x.

t-.

o-

Pig.

34

Normal behavior below region of instability.

Fig. 35

Behavior during vacuum arc which emitter survived.

Pig. 36

Normal behavior below region of instability after
surviving arc.

Pig. 37

Behavior during second arc vhich destroyed emitter.
Voltage (left) and current (right) oscilloscope traces
for emitter 3.
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abrupt termination of the normal osci11oscoe trace.
the current increases sharply and
the oscilloscope face.
30) are for emitter,

Piui'e
,

for

34

the current
and.

trace

Simu1tmeous1y
i

36 (also Du1se

def1ecte

2 and 4 of Pia.

ulses apDlied immediately before and

Pire

immediately after the vacuim arc which this emitter survived.
35 shois conditions during the vacuum arc.

tween the plots of

off

u1ses 2 and 3, Pig. 30,

Prom the similarity beinsert, it is

aarent

that the emitter characteristics remained unchanged in spite of the
arc.

Pigure 37 records the eventual destruction of emitter

a second vacuum arc which occurred some time later.

.Lc3

The arc shorn in

effect in Pi'. 35 occurred late in the pulse when much of the
of the pulse had been dissipated.

Presumably this accounts,

at least, for the survival of this emitter.

during

In Pig. 37,

enerr
in uart

the arc

which destroyed the emitter occurred near the voltaße teak when maximum energy was availfole in the pulser.
The change recorded by the voltage pulse of Pig. 35, together

with elementary circuit analysis leads to an
carried by the emitter during the vacuum arc:

for one microsecond.

e

stimate of the current
at least 100 amperes

Thus at the onset of instability the total

emitter current changed from a few milliamperes to approximately 100
amperes in much less than a millionth of a second.

This is

regaed

as a remarkable performance, not the least part of which is the fact

that the emitter survived.
In Pig. 34 and in

ulse 2, Pig. 30, arcing occurred three micro-

seconds after both voltage and current reached their

maxin

values.

Normally, vacuun arcs occur near the voltage and current Decks.

Photographs of four pairs of oscilloscope traces, for voltage cnd
current, taken during vacuun arcs are presented in Pig. 38.

The

traces of Fig. 34 are included again, at the top, for comparison.

A consideration of the genereJ. behavior of arcs
suggests that the arc should be
voltage

eected

o±

to occur at or

tes

various

before the

nd current Desks.

Although in three of the current-voltage pairs of Fig. 38, arcs
occur at the voltage pecks,
maxisruzn and

cess

the 3 microsecond delc

betnoen voltage

arc formation shown in Fig. 34 suggests that so:e pro-

iithin the emitter itself may at times be a controlling factor

in determining the time at which an arc starts.

For example if

considerable heating occurs at the minute emitting areas due to
resistive effects, or to positive ion

bombament,

it is conceivable

that a thermal time lag may e:ist during which the heat is conducted
to other areas of the

cïstal.

As noted above, a small cnoimt

of'

heating could result in emitter instability when, in the presence of
verr high electric fields, the barrier is reduced to or near the

value

,M-

.

Since it is well knovm that various crystal faces have

work fimctions differing by a tenth of a volt or so and that this

noally

difference is

enough to cause the greater part of the omis-

sion to co:e from areas which have the sliitly lovier work functions
(Ii.11er 16,

.

544-546) it may then be that a small amount of heating

at high fields can result in an increase in the emitting area.

This

could occur if heating were sufficient to raise electron energies
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Eitter

Emitter

Emitter

38

Emitter #1
id current (right) oscilloscope traces
Voltage (left)
during four vacirunì arcs of three different emitters.
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over the barriers of the several crsta1 faces, if the barrier is
a value approaching,

lovTered. to

ternal field.

by the presence of the high ex-

e:ected

If such an effect exists it would be

to be

more pronounced near the point of instability.
The series of voltage and current oscillograLls shovi in Pigs.
39,

40 and 41, which were taken during the transition through the

point of instability for emitter

performance which

29, exhibit a peculiar

be attributed to the increase in area due to

The data for pulses

heating as discussed above.
viere

in Fig.

l and 2,

Pig.

30,

taken from the oscilloscope traces of Pigs. 39 and 40, respect-

ively.

A comparison of current pulses between Pigs.

39 and 40 shows

that changes take place in the emitter parameters near the peak of
the current

curve.

In fact it is just at this point,

in time,

which the arc occurred in Pig. 41, for the same emitter.

at

The voltage

peak in Pig. 39 corresponds to 5600 volts across the point to plane
emitter.

In Pigs.

40 and 41,

the peak voltages were 5900 volts.

Evidently the performance shovn in Pig. 40 for emitter

2

rias

obtained for conditions very close to those of instability.

Evi-

dence of a change in the characteristics of the emitter is

broiht

out

in the insert of Pig. 29,

plotted as pulse

in which data taken from Pig. 40 are

and compared with

u1se

1

plotted from similar data taken from Pig. 39.

in Pig.
It

is

29 which was

seen that the two

curves are disr].aced vertically although their straight line portions

remain sensibly parallel.

Thus the vaiwes of

i

increased by a constant amount over those of pulse 1.

in pulse 2 are

This is

reMily
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Fig.

39

Normal 'Dlllse condition

40

A1norrnal -'nflse cor

Fig. 41

lJelov7

on

region of instabilitr.

boaering region of instability.

Pulse condition during vacmrn arc.
Voltage (left) and current (right) ocil1oscope traces at

end near region of

instability for enitter 2.
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eqlained by the simple assumption
increased between pulse

1

tha.t

and pulse 2.

result of emitter heating.

the area of the emitter is

This area increase may be a

That the region of instability was

ap-

proached during pulse 2 is evident from Pig. 31, which indicates
that the peak field is approaching a value for which the barrier

height is reduced

to1,u

tage,

41, caused a vacuum arc.

shouvn in Fig.

.

The next

ually :ood fortune that the

u1se at the same applied vol-

Thus it was by unus-

hotographs in Pig. 40 were obta±ned.

There is considerable additional evidence to indicate that resistive or bombaiuent heating may influence the
emission.

Generally sfleaking these effects are more noticeable for

thi

large currents

for

roceso of field

for small ones, and are greater for direct than

ulsed currents.
rke

(4,

o.

39-44) has

obseied that a considerable current

electrons having energies greater thon

p

is to be

of

found when the dis-

tribution in energy among emitted field electrons is deteiuined ex-

erimento11y under direct current conditions.
u-n

to roughly a

Studies at currents

micronmere from a sham tungsten point emitter

indi-

cate that the effect is negligible at small currents and is arrreci-

able at larger values.
It is well

1mom

that direct current emission from sharnened

ioints of small area becooes unstable at total currents in the range
from microamperes to milliamperes.

Incandescant franents have been

observed to leave the point at higher currents.

Eventually the emitter

is destroyed, evidently due to heating effects.

Farther evidence in
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support

Pigs.

eraitter heati.ng has been observed with the tube

o

shovm

in

20 and 21.

T1i

tube i

electron Licrocope

an

tye

in which the emitted

electrons leave the shaiened timzten point emitter, flass throiIi
small ring shaped r.aode nd impine

similar in detail to the

one

potential. of approximatel:r

volts oroduced

6000

on

was

mode

pattern

the fluorescent screen.

mate]r 450 with the axis of the emitting point.

tial

An

an emission

the side of the tube at

on

It is

fluorescent screen.

used by M1hler (16, p. 542.

approximately an inch in dirnieter

ally the spot appeared

on a

mn

As

.

anale of

mItiaproxi-

the anode noten-

increased rathil1y, and as the resifltin emitted current

reached the value of a
somewhat in

microamperes, the emission Dattern increased

Levi

lrilliancy, but

as was to be ecoected.

osition

remained i.inchaned in

Ilouever

after

and visual

the spot pattern began to increase slowly.

At

the emitter.

It

on

the screen

was then

moved

necessary to

detail

a few minutes of operation

constant otential both the emitted current
emission pattern

and

the

same

at

lrillimnce of
time the

radua1l over to the axis of

remjut

the emneras.

The

potentiel across the tube vas reduced to zero for a short period (urIng the remjustment.

to

its oriGInal value,

7hen

no

the potential was subsequently returned

emission \vas

obseed,

nor could any be

detected at voltages almost twice as large as those used at the time
of the intense emission.
Upon

43.

microscouic examination the Doint appeared as shovm in Pig.

Initially it

was

shai,

as in Pig. 42.

Aparently, tite continued
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direct current of the order of :iicropere at otentiio
of approxiite1y 7000 volts had sufficed to melt the oint of the

em1ion

of

emitter. Parthermore, the emitter bad evidently continued to emit
vhi1e in, or near, the molten

state. This orobably e1ains the

accotuits for the large increase in current
was observed.

at constcnt

volte.

voltage, the molten emitter
and hai cooled in

visi1 bri11ince that

nc

was dram

into a sphere by surface forces,

this shape. Obviously, the electric field

ti.foe

was

cm

with a helical anode,

was used to observe the

linear emitters.

technique

emission matterns from

The

(16, p. 542)

emission from the tung-

sten field emitter passes through the anode and falls
on

re-estblished.

in diameter, concentric

is similar to Itller's

but is adapted to cylindrical symrietry.

willemite

This

of t1e type shown in Pig. 22 nd 23,

eimloying a linear tungsten filament 0.001

The

would be

43 as coripared to Pig. 42.

accounts for the lack of emission rilien the voltage

electron microscope

cnd

Evidently, upon removal of the

greatly reduced in the case of P1g.

An

emer,

of the emitting area across the surf.ce of the

movement

on

a coating of

the inner surface of the class walls of the

eerimcntal

tube, where a magnified image of the emission pattern can be observed,
and photographed.

Figure 44 reproduces photographs of the enlarged

emission pattern from several of the emitters in this tube.

conclusions

may 'oc

dra

Several

from these observations.

Apparently only a snail fraction of the area of the tungsten wire

furnishes emission.

This area increases,

i.e.,

more

emitting smots

appear, as the current and electric field are increased.

Fia.

42

Euitter :7oint

before use,

Maiification 2000x.

4

Fig. 43

Emitter oint ?!ter use.

Mafification 1500x.
Tungsten emitter used in electron microscope
tube, before and after use.
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Because the total area of emission is larger for a linear fila-.
ment than for a sharoened. -ooint, much larger direct currents can be
dravni from the former before emitter instability sets in.

single

shaened

ere a

point emitter may have as many as four searate

well defined areas of emission, a linear vire may 1ave fifty or more

such areas.
The main

uroose of the invcstigations using the various elec-

tron microscope tubes has been to compare the be1.vior of the emission patterns for direct current operation 7ith those of 'ulsed

operation.

In the few cases that have been stidied successfully so

far, the emission patterns for direct and stable pulsed. currents are

identical at similar values of electric field.
the intexretation of the foregoing pulsed data.

This is important to

Fig. 44

Ern1sion )attern from electron mlcroscooe tyte field
omission tube for different linear tungsten wire emitters,
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SULIIMY

The

ue

of short -cuises of

voltae has pemitte

gation of high density field emission currents

damage that occurs with d-c measurerients.

the invecti-

emitter

y1tiiout the

A plot of loge

i

yields, in most cases, a straight line which confirms
i-)erimental field current

law.

Thr

versus
tiic

ex-

assuming a value for the work

function of the eriitter, the experimental curves can be compared to
the theoretical curves in which log0 J (j

current density) is

ulotted against 1O/P, where P is the electric field.
son shows order-of-racnitude agreement between

ment.

This corpari-

theor nd exceri-

The theoretically predicted deviation at high fields was
of one emitter at high current densities.

also observed

Prom the graph comparing theory with experiment, current densities
and emission areas can be found.

be between 10

-o
ano-

The emission areas were found to

2
iO 12 cm and to compare favorably with areas

found by other experimenters ercloying similar

te

maximum current density has been computed to be as high as
emperes/cm2.

The

emitters.
G

X

This extends considerably the range over which the

law has been verified.
High electric fie1d

approaching values for which the potential

barrier is reduced to the level of the most energetic electrons in
the metal create vacuum arcs within tue tube.

which this occurs corresponds to the
and Nordheim theory.

The field value for

Der field limit of the Powler

Beyond this limit new theory must be developed.

A consideration of heating at large current densities upon the

82

emitter

ai-ici

the effect upon the

enuin

vacutm arcs

at the present pulse ienths, the vacuim arc

may

indicates

tht,

occur slightly

critical field. v1ue as comi'uted from theory In one
instance a Point enitter passed a current estimated at 100 amperes
for a fraction of a icrosecon. vithout changing its nornal emission

belovT thC

characteristics.
remeated

iJes

rther shortening of the pilse lengths
at such 1iii current levels

tinent information concerning the nature

arc, In future

work

it is

and.

and thereby

may pem-iit

yield per-

cause of the vacuiixa

planned to combine the methods used in

this research with electron microscope techniques to determine
emitter geometry accurately and to provide an exerimental means for
measuring the electric fields.
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Pia. 45

The

Electron microscope photomicrograih of a
typical, sharp, tungsten point field
emitter. Magnification 22,500x.

electron microscope necessa1r for resolving

sharo points

for this

vias

viork viere

electric field
means.

not available at the time the dat.a

gathered.

Thus the value of the

could not be comDuted by geometrical
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